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Abstract
Fluxes of naturally occurring primary biological particles (PBAP) such as 
pollen, fungal spores and bacteria are not included in current aerosol 
emissions inventories, and may be important for understanding pre-industrial 
aerosol and climatic effects, as well as understanding the burden of allergenic 
disease.  Bioaerosols such as anemophilous (or wind-driven) pollen are 
emitted by terrestrial vegetation in large quantities to transmit genetic 
material between plants.  These compounds also can mix throughout the 
boundary layer and be transported large distances despite their relatively 
large size (20-50 microns on average).  We have developed a pollen emissions 
model (Wozniak and Steiner, 2017) over the continental United States using 
(1) a specific, regional land cover information (e.g., the BELD database) and 
(2) plant functional type (PFT) categories to allow the scaling to global and 
regional climate models.  The inventory was developed using ground-based 
pollen counts throughout the United States to  develop a phenological model 
of pollen emissions, which can be applied to other regions.  Additionally, 
ground-based lidar studies with depolarization at the University of Michigan 
Biological Station has shown distinct signatures from pollen throughout the 
boundary layer after flowering and may provide an additional constraint on 
bioaerosol fluxes to the atmosphere. 

Pollen Emissions for Climate Models (PECM1.0) Wozniak and Steiner, 2017
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• Pollen production per 
tree (P) (literature 
values) for the top 
emitting tree taxa in the 
US (9 DBF; 2 ENF)

• Land cover data to 
represent spatial 
vegetation (area)

• Phenological timing 
(gphen) based on ground-
based observations of 
the start and end day

3.  Phenology: based on the 
observed AAAAI start and end day 
day to define a Gaussian curve
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• In the United States:  the American 
Association for Allergy, Asthma and 
Immunology (AAAAI) conducts daily pollen 
count at ~103 US locations
• Identify 42 different pollen types for trees, 
grasses and weeds
• Pollen type grouped into plant functional 
types (deciduous broadleaf (DBF), evergreen 
needleaf (ENF), evergreen broadleaf (DBF), 
grasses/herbs, and ragweed (Ambrosia)
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1.  Calculated pollen 
emissions potential  (E) 
algorithms using

2.  Season start/end day: Use 
historical AAAAI data to 
develop relationships between 
start and end day of year with 
prior year temperature
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4.  Meteorology:  E input to 
regional climate model 
meteorological model and 
emissions modified by online 
met and transported
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• Two land cover 
options for trees

1. BELD dataset 
(Biogenic Emissions 
Landcover dataset), 
providing taxa level 
tree data (US only)

2. Plant Functional Type 
(PFT): designed to be 
applied broadly 
within climate 
models
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• Ragweed estimated 
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Outside of pollen count observations, what other data can 
be used to estimate pollen emissions and concentrations?

1. Techniques to detect biological particles from aerosol 
measurements (reviewed in Huffman et al., 2020):

• Fluorescence spectroscopy: observations of individual 
particles:  Some signatures have been observed to 
distinguish pollen from other biological particles

• Raman spectroscopy: not efficient but could be used 
for select particles 

• Mass spectrometry: single particle mass spec (SMPS) or 
the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS), though signals 
may be challenging to infer

2. Ground-based lidar to determine fluxes
• Site in Michigan used miniMPL (MicroPulse Lidar) to

detect aerosols (NRB: normalized ratio backscatter), 
depolarization ratio (dv) and derived particle scattering 
(bp) and particle scattering due to pollen (bpol)

Key information required:
1. Anemophilous pollen:  wind-driven pollen is the type that is most relevant in the 

atmosphere:  Map below shows estimates that this is more important in the mid-
and higher latitudes

• Indicates 
ability to 
remotely sense 
pollen flux

2.  Land cover data:  More specific land cover 
data (e.g., BELD) provided better evaluation 
with observed pollen counts than the PFT 
data.  If tree taxa-level specific data is 
available, this would improve emission 
estimates
3.  Production factors:  Production factors (P), 
above, were determined from literature 
values.  Likely to vary by species and location.

Estimated percent of land cover with 
anemophilous pollen.
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